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high solids coating - the next generation technology in vehicle
surface protection
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ABOUT US
Who we are, what we do, where we do it, when we started, how we do it and why we do it..

ECOSHINE
SPEED PROTECT SERIES
IGL Coatings dedication to the environmental cause is shown through its formulation of
the Ecoshine Speed Protect Series. Dressings and waxes are formulated from ground up
utilizing the highest grade plant based materials that provides incredible surface
visual enhancement and protection.
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ECOCOAT
COATING SERIES
IGL Coatings are pioneers of low odour and high solids coatings.. Our range of coatings
encompass a complete interior and exterior protection for your most prized vehicle.. With an
unique blend of the right polysiloxanes, carrier and catalysts, we created a range of coatings
that are very easy and safe to use, yet providing excellent quality.
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ECOCLEAN
CLEANING SERIES
Cleaning is all about chemistry and we fully know that. Each of our Ecoclean Cleaning
Series are developed to specifically target contaminants and stains on its respective surface
reducing the need for physical strength during the cleaning process. They are all formulated
to be responsible to the ecological and biological aspect.

ABOUT US

our story
IGL Coatings are a
technology
firm
based
in Asia. We made it our
mission to develop coatings
that are set to redefine the
detailing industry. With the
help from Bayer, BASF, Dupont, Shin-etsu and Wacker
Chemie, the basic formulations was reinvented into
today’s ecocoat series.
We launched in 2014,
and now we are represented in more than 20 countries and the number is still
growing.

We focus our resources on improving our products and business model
by listening to the people
who uses it. We chart our
own course, and relish the
freedom to make bold
decisions.
We are proudly the piooner in low VOC and high
solids coatings that are
so easy to use that people finds it very difficult to
believe.

Our marketeers are constantly improving the brand, while our
chemist are always innovating, collaborating, and fixing things to
make products people love to use with minimal health risk. Behind
the scenes, we’ve got our delivery experts with the aim of lowering
logistic cost without sacrificing efficiency.
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ECOCOAT COATING SERIES

K nZ
IGL Ecocoat Kenzo is a
revolutionary paint protection coating that contains
100% silica providing the
highest level of gloss and
protection and is backed
by an official warranty
provided and supported
by certified IGL Coatings
Master Applicator.

It forms a layer of thick
coating that radiates a rich
and natural glow reminiscence of a bespoke wax
while providing unmatched
protection. Running your
hands across a Kenzo
coated car is like touching
the soft luxurious silk. It will
never be the same again.

FEATURES
Extreme hydro and oleophobic
Radiates a rich and natural glow
reminiscence of a bespoke wax
Improved marring resistance
Improved weather resistance
100% silica content

AVAILABLE AT APPROVED IGL KENZO MASTER
INSTALLERS ONLY

Extreme Durability
SKU			
ctkenz-20			

Volume
20 ml

20 ml Base & 20 ml Top
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PREMIER

QUARTZ
Ecocoat Quartz is a 9H rated (pencil scale) high slick

8H
Hardness

for the hotter regions. It has very low VOC (volatile organic
compound) & contains more than 80% of silica. Quartz has

ctquar-30			
ctquar-50		

VOC

nanotechnology

hydrophobic

coating

that is non-yellowing, high gloss and slick and

& hydrophobic paint coating that is formulated specifically

a rated durability of 24 months
SKU			

Ecocoat Premier, is a waterbased, zero

8H
safe to
use

easy
to use

superb
durability

high silica
content

dirt repelling that crosslinks with all surfaces of

insane
gloss

your vehicle creating a very durable protection.
(up to 6 months)

Volume

SKU			

30 ml
50 ml

ctprem-500		
ctprem-5000		

Volume
500 ml
5000 ml

POLY
Ecocoat Poly is a fast flashing solvent based
hydrophobic paint coating. Containing up to 70%
silica, it crosslinks to form a hardness of 8H (pencil

9H

scale) that amplifies the shine, gloss and protects the
paint. for up to 24 months.

9H
Hardness
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eco
friendly

easy
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durability

high silica
content
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SKU			
ctpoly-30			
ctpoly-50		

Volume
30 ml
50 ml
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WINDOW
Ecocoat window is a 2 component glass
coating formulation that creates a super durable
water repellent surface. Coated surface are resistant to water spots and high wiper wear. This
allows for a safe driving condition during heavy
rain, as the rainwater will roll off at 50km/h. Not
only does it repel rain, but also dirt and it lets your
windows defrost much faster and easier.
SKU			

Volume

ctwind-30			
ctwind-50			

30 ml
50 ml

HEADLIGHT

TRIM
Ecocoat

Ecocoat headlight is the best anti yellowing
coating for polycarbonate headlamps. The coating adheres to the headlight on the molecular
level and crosslink to create a glass like finish
with amplified shine and clarity and superb protection against oxidation and loss of clarity for
up to 12 months.
SKU			

Volume

cthead-30			

trim

is

the

most

technologically

advanced coating to protect your trim, rubber and
plastic parts. It is highly reactive coating that instantly
permeate and forms a chemical bond on a molecular basis with the surface. The result is a rejuvenated,
enriched and protected surface with higher hardness
(up to 6th pencil scale). The protection will last for up
to 2 years.
SKU			
cttrim-30			

Volume
30 ml

30 ml

WHEEL
Ecocoat rim is a premium wheel coating
formulated with more than 90% of high heat
resistant silica. It forms an interlocking molecular glass like finish with amazing protection.
It reaches a 9H pencil hardness upon full cure
and will last up to 12 months.
SKU			
ctwhee-30			
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FABRIC
Ecocoat fabric, is a user and environmentally friendly waterbased,
zero VOC coating. It adopts the Lotus Effet creating an invisible molecular protection layer which covers each individual fibres that repels
undesirable liquid, dirt and even UV-radiation.
The formulation is based on the emerging water based nanotechnology and can be used on virtually any porous surfaces protecting
coated textiles and permeable leather against water, liquids ,dirt and
stains without altering the flexibility, appearance or odour of the coated surface.
Compared to other products, ecocoat fabric is 100% breathable.
SKU			
ctfabr-500			
ctfabr-5000		
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Ecoshine Paint, is a waterbased, zero VOC nanotechnology spray-on/ wipe off cleaner which safely
removes surface contaminants & leaves your car absolutely spotless. It is designed to ‘lift’ dirt away while
the powerful surfactants break down road grime, &
polymers leave a smooth & protected finish.
SKU			
shpair-500 (ready to use)
shpair-5000 (ready to use)
shpaic-500 (1:20 concentrate)
shpaic-5000 (1:20 concentrate)

Volume
500ml
5000ml
500ml
5000ml

DASH

LEATHER

Ecoshine dash, is a waterbased,
zero VOC dashboard protectant
that provides a natural look. Our
bio-based
ingredients
protect
and condition vinyl, but don’t give
you a toxic-fume headache. With
ecoshine dash, you can sit back,
breathe deeply and enjoy your likenew dash.

Ecoshine leather, is a natural, zero VOC
2-in-1 conditioner and mild cleaner for
your car’s interior. Our bio-based formula
contains plant-based emollients & conditioning agents which naturally lift contaminants from the leather pores. Your car’s
seats are left looking rich & renourished
after application.

SKU			
shdash-500		
shdash-5000		
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SKU			

Volume

shleat-500			
shleat-5000		

500ml
5000ml
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Volume
500ml
5000ml

UICK

PAINT

ROTECTIO

ECOSHINE SPEED PROTECT SERIES

WAx
hybrid silica wax, made of 100% pure carnauba wax with the
added benefit of the strong binding strength from the silane and
siloxane technology.

Ecocoat wax is a durable hybrid wax that simultaneously
cleanses, rejuvenates & protects automotive paint. Weathered paint finishes are rejuvenated and micro scratches
are hidden by filling super fine scratches & swirl marks on
existing paint work.. This results in an extremely reflective,
hydrophobic surface that is extremely easy to clean, repels
water, oil and dirt that that can last up to 3 months.
SKU			

Volume

shwax-270			

270 gm

TYRE
Ecoshine Tyre, is a low VOC, dressing that
conditions and protects your tyres in one easy
step. Our unique blend of emollients and waxes
deeply penetrate beneath the rubber surface
to give tyres a non-greasy and sling-resistant
dressing
SKU			
shtyre-500			
shtyre-5000		
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Volume
500 ml
5000 ml
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DELETE
Ecoclean delete is an efficient waterspot

re-

mover that works on coated surface and glass.. The
no-nonsense formula works fast and efficiently at removing mineral deposit with a single wipe
SKU			
cldele-500			
cldele-5000		

Volume
500 ml
5000 ml

TAR
Ecoclean tar is an efficient tar and bug

remover

that works on coated surface and glass.. The no-nonsense formula works fast and efficiently at removing
tar and bug depost with a single wipe
SKU			
cltar-500			
cltar-5000			

ECOCLEAN CLEANING SERIES

Volume
500 ml
5000 ml

precoat
a ready to use formulation that eliminate oills, polishes, waxes,
grease, glue and other stubborn contaminants easily without risk

WASH

of marring.

Ecoclean Wash is a low foaming highly concentrated shampoo that works efficiently at cleaning..

Ecoclean Precoat, is an intense cleaner designed to dissolve oil particles and remove
polish residue to prepare the paintwork for IGL Coatings Ecocoat series. Bonds of waxes, oils and polishes are weakened by Precoat and are wiped off from the surface easily.
Creating the possibility to acquire the perfect Ecocoat finish

Our unique blend of surfactant deeply provides sufficient lubrication for dirt removal and maintain the
cleanliness of the vehicle for a longer period.
SKU			
clwash-500			
clwash-5000		
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Volume

SKU			

500 ml
5000 ml

Volume

clprec-500			
clprec-5000		
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Interior
a miracle in a bottle to deal with stubborn stains in the interior
of the vehicle. Originally formulated as textile cleaner but it had since
then been used as a super cleaner for all interiors

Ecoclean Interior is a natural, citrus scented extremely powerful
textile, carpet, upholstery, leather, vinyl and all things interior cleaner.
Due to its plant derived formulation, Ecoclean Interior is biodegradeable.
Formulated using a powerful soy-based solvent, this product easily lifts stains away from the surface without any sticky residue left
behind. It is suitable for automotive and household use.
SKU			
clinte-500			
clinte-5000			

Volume
500 ml
5000 ml

AIR
Ecoclean air, is a natural deodorizer that eliminates foul
odour instead of masking them. Foul odours are effectively
encapsulated and supressed preventing them from being released back into the air. A simple spray on the affected surface
and let the formula go to work on your toughest smells.
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clair-500			
clair-5000		
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Glass+
Ecoclean Glass+, is the ultimate waterspot and stain remover for
glass. It is a stabilized, zero VOC extremely powerful but safe window cleaner that removes watermarks and stains on glass. Unlike
other acidic cleaner in the market, Glass+ is a pH neutral waterspot
remover that does not damage your glass.
SKU			
clglpl-100			
clglpl-500		

Volume
100 ml
500 ml

Glass
Ecoclean Glass, is a natural, zero VOC powerful window cleaner
that is streak free and produces great shine. Ecoclean Glass combines plant-derived ingredients and natural minerals to easily dissolve bugs, fingerprints and more.
SKU			
Volume
clglas-500			
clglas-5000		
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multi
An all purpose heavy duty degreaser
that cleans hard surfaces, dissolves oils,
grime, dirt and dusts.

Ecoclean multi, is a natural cleaner that removes
grease, oil, dust and dirt dissolve with ease. A unique blend
of natural ingredients delivers powerful results. It is a great
all around natural cleaner that cleans from vinyl to metal
and from auto to home..
SKU			

Volume

clmult-500			
clmult-5000		

500 ml
5000 ml

iron
Ecoclean Iron reduces the rust particles
in the brake dust, loosen the dirt particles and
forms the deep red Iron Thioglycolate complex

Ecoclean iron, is a waterbased, highly effective, acid-free & pH balanced (~7pH) iron remover. It is also effective and safe for use on all
car surfaces and will not deteriorate clear coats. ecoclean iron contains
unique chemical ingredients that effectively dissolves the loose iron by
forming a water soluble iron complex and putting a stop to corrosion.
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SKU			

Volume

cliron-500			
cliron-5000			

5000 ml

500 ml
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